Abstract. We consider a second order nonlinear degenerate parabolic partial differential equation known as the porous medium equation, restricting our attention to the case of one space variable and to the Cauchy problem where the initial data are nonnegative and have compact support consisting of a bounded interval. Solutions are known to have compact support for each fixed time.
t > t > 0 if u(xn, t) > 0. Also, they proved that if u\x, t) and u2(x, t) are both weak solutions of (0.1) and if ux(x, 0) < u2(x, 0) for all x E R ', then ux(x, t) < u2(x, t) for all (x, t) E Rx X [0, £].
Weak solutions of (0.1), (0.2) are particularly interesting when the support of Un(x) is some bounded interval I = (ax,a2) c Rx. For general <í> E 4>0 it is known [14] that «(•, t) has compact support for each t E [0, £]. This, it is well known, is not true for the Cauchy problem of the heat equation u, = uxx, and Kalashnikov [8] shows that it need not be true for weak solutions of (0.1), (0.2) if the condition /¿<i>'(Q/S d£ < oo is violated.
Much more is known when <b(u) = um (m > 1). Kalashnikov [9] proved that the domain of dependence, P[u] = {(x, t) E £ ' x (0, T)\u(x, t) > 0), is a domain bounded laterally by two monotone continuous curves x = f((f) (i = 1, 2) where $x(t)Sax and Ç2(t)^*a2 as t\0. These curves are called the interface curves. The weak solution u(x, t) is not smooth at the interface; in fact, for arbitrarily large t > 0, points of discontinuity of ux(x, t) can always be found in {t > t) when <J>(w) = um,m > 2 (see [9] ). Also, lim^J?,^)! = oo [9] . Aronson [1] , [2] , [3] investigated the function v(x, t) = um~x(x, t) which represents the pressure. He proved \vx\ is bounded in P[u] n {t > t) for any t > 0 and that the same result holds for t = 0 if v0 -u"~x is Lipschitz. He also showed that the interface curves are Lipschitz continuous and that the equation In this paper we consider the case of general <b E $0 and establish results for Un with support consisting of some bounded interval £ In §1 relevant terms are defined, some explicit weak solutions are exhibited (due to Barenblatt [4] , [5] ) and a function v(x, t) = \p(u(x, t)) is defined. This function v is given by mum~x/(m -1) when </>(«) = um (m > I), and thus v may be regarded as a generalization of the pressure function um~x studied by Aronson. In §11 an a priori estimate of \vx\ is given and in § §III and IV existence, uniqueness and elementary properties established in [14] are summarized for their use in later sections. §V develops some properties of equipotential curves of v, vx and d$(u)/dx that are very useful in § §VI-XI.
The main results of the paper are proved in § §VI-XI. In §VI we show that P [u] is bounded by monotone Lipschitz curves just as in the case <b(u) = um discussed above. Then in §VII we prove that the right derivative £/(/) exists for allí > 0(/= 1,2) and that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (0. 4) f/(0 =-»,&(').') for/e[0, 7-] (which is new even when <¡>(u) = um). The initial growth of the interface is studied in §VIII. Here it is shown that a sufficient and almost necessary condition for an initially vertical interface is that v(x, 0) be dominated by a parabola near the interface in question. Additionally it is shown that the interface curves grow like t1^2 when the initial datum is the characteristic function Xj(x)-This is the fastest possible initial growth. In §IX we show that the interface grows like f'Am+1> as t-* co when <p(k) = um. When <p(u) G % generally we show that the interface curves x = í/(0 become infinite faster than tx/<-m+X) but slower than tx/2 as /-» oo, where m > 1 is a constant depending on <p.
In §X we prove that the interface is either strictly monotone for all t > 0 or is initially vertical, for a finite period, and is thereafter strictly monotone. Instances of this latter case do indeed exist (see §VTII).
§XI investigates the gradient (vx, v,) of v in P [u] . It is proved that the number of intervals on which vx(-, t) is positive (negative) does not increase with time. We prove then that vx and v, do not vanish near the interface and that vx cannot vanish on a ball in P [u] . It is easy to verify that for any constant m > 1 the function <i>(0 = £m belongs to d>0. We shall consider the Cauchy problem (1.6) du/dt=d2<b(u)/dx2 inG, (1.7) u(x, 0) = u0(x) inRx, where <p G $0 and the function uQ satisfies (1.8) <b(u0) G C°-x (Rx), u0>0 on /, «0 = 0 on R'// for some bounded interval I = (ax, a2). Some of the results derived in this paper are still valid if the condition <b E $0 is relaxed somewhat. For simplicity we shall, however, always assume 4>e$0.
Although it is known that classical solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.6), (1.7) do not always exist [9] , the existence and uniqueness of a class of weak solutions of the Cauchy problem, and other boundary value problems, was proved by Oleinik, Kalashnikov, and Yui-Lin [14] , and an account of their treatment of the Cauchy problem, in English, may be found in [13] . When u0E C(Rx) is a nonnegative bounded function, a weak solution of the Cauchy problem (1.6), (1.7) is defined to be a function u E C(G) having a weak derivative d<b(u)/dx and satisfying the integral identity
or any function f(x, t) E CX(G) which vanishes for large |jt| and for / = £. Uniqueness is proved directly from the definition by judicious choice of the function/in (1.9).
Another problem considered in [14] is that of finding a solution u of
where u0 and «, are nonnegative, bounded, continuous functions satisfying w0(0) = «,(0). A bounded, continuous, nonnegative function u(x, t) is said to be a weak solution of the boundary value problem (1.10)-( 1.12) if <f>(«) has a weak derivative ¡)<p(u)/jdx and if the following integral identity holds for every function/ E C '(//) which vanishes for x = 0, t = T, and for large x:
Uniqueness is proved by the same technique used in proving uniqueness for the Cauchy problem.
In the following sections it will often be advantageous to deal with a transformation v -\p(u) of a classical solution u of (1.6) in some domain D c G rather than the function u itself. This transformation \¡> introduced by Oleinik, Kalashnikov and Yui-Lin [14] is given by *'(€) d£ f or s > 0 (1.14) ^5)=/0J
which is finite by virtue of (1.4). Thus we have (1.15) v(x, t) = t(u(x, /)) = f "(X'° -j± dt in D (1.5) holds then 0 < a' < oo on (0, 1).
In the physical case of gas filtration we deal with the special function
Then it is easily verified that in this case When <b(u) = um, several explicit solutions are known due to Barenblatt [4] , [5] (also see [15] ). One weak solution of the Cauchy problem (1.22), (1.7) is given by (1.24) um~x(x, t) = X1-m(0(l -x2X~2(t))+, with initial data u0 satisfying The function u(x, t) given by
where A = (m -l)/(2m(m + 1)), is a classical solution of (1.22) with £ = For general tf> E $>0 consider
where C > 0 and a E Rx are constants. As in [14, Theorem 21 ] it is not difficult to see that the function u(x, t) given by u = \¡/~l(v), where v is given by (1.28), is a weak solution of the boundary value problem (1.10)-(1.12) with the obvious boundary data u0(x) and ux(t). These explicit solutions will be used later together with comparison theorems to derive various properties of weak solutions of the Cauchy problem (-1.6), (1.7). One reason for invoking the transformation t; = ¡p(u) given by (1.15) is that the explicit solutions displayed above are of a simpler form when transformed and this resulting simplicity can be exploited with the aid of the maximum principle (see §IX).
S. Kamenomostskaya [10] is also a weak solution of (1.22), (1.7) with u~0(x) = cu(Lx, 0) when x E £ '.
Also, if u(x, t) is a weak solution of (1.22), (1.7) and if we define v(x, t) = kv(Lx, kL2t)
where v = \p(u) = (m/(m -l))«m-1, then it is easy to see that the function U(x, t) given by
is also a weak solution of (1.22) and U(x, 0) = \}/~l(kv(Lx, 0)).
II. An a priori estimate of supluj.
Lemma 2.1. Let <b E $0 and let R denote the rectangle (a, b) X (0, £].
Suppose v E C2+a(R), vxxx E C(R), 0 < v < N, in R and v is a classical solution of the parabolic equation
in R, where o is defined in (1.18). Let R* = (ax, bx) X (r, £] be a rectangle
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use with a < ax,bx < b and 0 < t < T, a subrectangle of R. Then \vx(x, t)\< C in R* where C depends only on ax -a, b -bx, k, andr, where
(recall 0 < k < oo by (1.5) and (1.18)). If Mx = sup^lu^x, 0)| < oo, then the same conclusion holds for R* = (ax,bx) X (0, T] where C now depends on M{ instead of t.
Aronson [3] proved this very useful result in the special case <b(u) = um. His proof, with no modification, also proves Lemma 2.1. A detailed sketch of the proof can also be found in [7] .
III. Existence theorems. The existence of weak solutions of both the Cauchy problem (1.6), (1.7) and the problem (1.10)-(1.12) was proved in [14] .
For future reference we shall now state these results and some variants. and if we require of <j> that it satisfy sup t>0{(<j>'(£))2/$"(£)} < oo, instead of (1.5), then the conclusions of the theorem are still valid (see [14] ).
The proofs of these theorems given in [14] produce the weak solution u as m = $(w) where $ = <p_1 and where w is the pointwise limit of a monotone decreasing sequence of smooth positive functions wn(x, t) which solve some initial-boundary value problem of the equation in the rectangle Gn = (-«,«) x (0, T). The initial data w0n(x), and dw0n(x)/dx axe uniformly bounded in n, and the lateral data are just supxw0n(x). We mention this here because later on we shall make use of these facts.
IV. Elementary properties of weak solutions. Theorems 4.1-4.3 below were proved in [14] . We recall them now for future reference. Theorem 4.1. Let <> E 4>0 and suppose ux(x, f) and u2(x, t) are weak solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.6), (1.7) with initial data u^(x) and ul(x) such that both <P(uq(x)) and <b(ul(x)) are Lipschitz continuous. If (4.1) ul0(x) < u2n(x) forxER1 then ux(x, t) < u2(x, t) for (x, t) E G.
Theorem 4.2. Let § £ 3>0 and suppose ux(x, t) and u2(x, t) are weak solutions o/(1.10) with data u¡(x, 0) = u¿(x)for x > 0 (i = 1, 2) and u¡(0, t) = u'x(t) for 0 < t < T (i = 1, 2) such that \¡/(u¿) and i//(w,') (/ = 1, 2) are Lipschitz continuous. Ifuxk < u%(k = 0, 1) then
In [14] , Theorem 4.2 was proved with slightly different conditions on <j> and the initial data (see Remark 3.3). Proof. Recall that <b(u) isjhe pointwise limit of a monotone decreasing sequence of functions w" E C2+a(G") which are positive solutions of (3.1). Let vn = \p » 4>(wJ and note that vn E C2+a(Gn) are solutions of (1.17) in Gn. By [6, Theorem 10, Chapter 3], it follows that (vn)xxx is continuous in Gn.
Since the sequence {t;"} is positive and monotone decreasing to v, it suffices to establish the validity of (4.5) for each v" with a constant C that does not depend on n. In the case of the first assertion this is obvious because each v" is a solution of (2.1) with a function o defined by (1.18) which clearly satisfies all of the conditions of Lemma 2.1.
To prove the second assertion we need only show that the sequence {w°}
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use can be chosen in such a way that the functions (^ » $)(h$ are Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant that does not depend on n. To do this, first construct a sequence of positive monotone decreasing C00 functions {gn) which converge uniformly on compact sets to \p(u0) and whose derivatives {g'n) axe bounded uniformly in absolute value by a constant that depends only on A/,. Then the functions vv° = <b ° \p~xg" axe positive and monotone decreasing to <f>(M0) and \dws/dx\=\rx(gn)\\g'n\ follows from (1.16) . This completes the proof. A similar theorem was proved by Aronson [3] in the case <i>(«) = um.
V. Equipotential curves. Throughout this section we assume that <p G 4>0 and v(x, t) is a classical solution of (2.1) in some domain D c G. Then there exist a neighborhood
in D anda function y(x) E C2(xQ -8, x0 + 8) such that (vx)~x({a)) n N¡ = {(x, y(x))\ \x -xQ\ < 8). Furthermore y'(x0) = 0 and y"(x0) < 0 (so that y takes a relative maximum at x0). Finally the function vxx(x, y(x)) vanishes only at x0 for \x -x0\ < 8 and it has a different algebraic sign in the intervals x0 -8 < x < x0 and x0 < x < x0 + 8.
Proof. By Combining (5.6) and (5.8) we get
By (5.1) and (5.8) vxxx(x0, t0) =£ 0 and, consequently,
Therefore y'(x) > 0 for x0 -8 < x < x0 and y'(x) < 0 for x0 < x < x0 + 8 (with perhaps a smaller 8). In view of (5.3) and the fact that vxt ^ 0 in Ns, it is evident that vxx(x, y(x)) vanishes only at x = x0 for \x -x0\ < 8 and it has a different sign on the intervals (x0 -8, x0) and (x0, x0+ 8).
By similar proofs we get the next two lemmas.
Lemma 5.2. Let (x0, t0) E D and v(x0, t0) = e and suppose on the set v~x({e)) n D). Suppose v = 0 on dD n {0 < r < f0}. Then there exists a level curve x = ß(t) E C(0, r0], lying in D, along which v = e and vx never vanishes, except perhaps at t = f0. That is, ß(tQ) -x0, v(ß(t), t) = e andvx(ß(t),t)*0fortE(0,tn).
Proof. We shall first show that a level curve exists locally. Since e is noncritical, either vx(x0, t0) ¥= 0 or v,(x0, t0) ^ 0. If vx(x0, t0) =/= 0 then vx ¥= 0 in a neighborhood of £0 = (x0, t0) and for fixed t the map x -» v(x, t) is one-to-one locally. This implies that there can be at most one curve through P0 along which v = e. The implicit function theorem guarantees the local existence of such a continuous curve. Without loss of generality vx ¥* 0 along this curve. If, on the other hand, vx(P0) = 0 then, since e is a noncritical value, v,(P0) ¥= 0 and Lemma 5.2 applies, furnishing a desired curve. In fact, Lemma 5.2 gives us the choice of two curves, one being the inverse function of y for x < x0 and the other being the inverse of y for x > x0. These inverse functions exist because locally y' vanishes only at *0. We have therefore shown that there exist a number 50 > 0 and a function ßSo(t) E C[t0 -8q, r0] such that v(ß(t), t) = e for t G [t0 -8, t0] and vx(ß(t), t) ¥* 0 for t E [t0 -*,'o)-A function ßs(t) E C(t0-8, t0] for some positive constant 8 > 80 will be called an extension of ßt if we have:
(t e (t0 -80, t0}).
We shall prove there exists a unique maximal extension of ßs . First note that if ßSf and ßSj axe extensions of ßSo and 5, < 52, then ßSt(t) = ßSi(t) for '6('o«i, to]. Indeed, if 8 = sup¡>ío{0 !&,(/" -8) = B¿t0_-S)}, then óVj < 5 < S,. If 8 = 5, the result is immediate, so assume 5 < 5,. Then A,('o -5) = ßSi(t0 -8) = x and ^(jc, t0 -8)=£ 0. Then vx does not vanish in some ball B centered at (x, t0-8) and, consequently, in B, v is 1-1 as a function of x for each fixed /. However, this is impossible since there are values of t smaller than and arbitrarily close to /0 -5 such that ßs (t) =£ ßtl(t) and v(ßSi(t), t) = v(ßSi(t), t) = e.
Let 5* be the supremum of the set of 8 > 80 for which there exists an extension ßs of ßSo. Then 8Q < 8* < t0 and clearly there exists an extension ßs. of ßSo, which is necessarily unique. If «5* = /0 then ßs. is the sought curve. We shall therefore assume 5* < t0 and derive a contradiction. Since D is bounded, it follows that there exists a sequence of points {Pn = (ßs.(t"), /")} such that /n>,r0 -8* > 0, t" ¥= tn+x, and ßs,(t")^>x* where P = (x*, t0 -8*) E D. Since, by hypothesis, v vanishes on 3Z> n {0 < t < t0) and since v -e at P, it follows that P ED and Vv(P) ¥= 0. If vx(P) = 0 then v,(P) ¥= 0 and by Lemma 5.2 there exists a neighborhood N of P such that *>"'({«}) n A^ is a curve t = y(x) attaining a relative maximum at x = x, which implies v ^ e in N n {/ > t0 -8*}. But for large n each Pn is in N n {t > t0 -8*); a contradiction. From this contradiction we conclude that vx(P) =5^ 0. But then the implicit function theorem implies that ßs. can be extended, which contradicts the maximality of ßs.. This contradiction forces us to conclude 8* = t0, which concludes the proof. Remark 5.6. Except for at most a countable number of values e, lim/M)/?(f) exists. Indeed, if ]imt^nß(t) does not exist then c = ton some nonempty interval B c D', since there exist two sequences {£" = (ß(t"), t")) and {£"' = (ß(t'"), Q) such that /" and t'n decrease strictly to zero and t" < t'" and such that ß(t") -» x and ß(t'") -» x' where x < x' and x, x' E D'. But then, because of the continuity of ß, for any point x" in (x, x') there must be a value /; such_that ß(Q = x" and /" < t"H < t'n; hence, v(x", Q = e. Then since v E C(D) it follows that v(x", 0) = e for this arbitrary x" in (x, x").
We Theorem 6.1. Let u be a weak solution of (1.6), (1.7) with initial data u0 satisfying (1.8) and let P[u] = {(x, t) E G\u(x, t) > 0). Then there exists
We shall first prove that for arbitrary t E (0, T) the set P[u]n {t = r) is an open interval. By Theorem 4.3, P[u] n {/ = t} =£ 0. Let aT = inf{*|(;c, t) E £[w]} and bT = sup{x|(x, t) E P[u]). Theorem 21 [14] implies that aT and bT are finite and it follows from the continuity of v that v(aT, r) = v(bT, t) « 0.
Let C denote the set of critical values of v together with the countable set of values {e"} for which it is possible that v = e" on some interval contained in / (see Remark 5.6). By Sard's theorem, C has measure zero. We shall now show that there exist two sequences {a") and {b") such that the points (an, r) and (6", t) (n > 1) are in P[u] and (i) anN,aT and 6"-^6T strictly.
(ii) v(a", t)N0 and v(b", t)"nO strictly.
(iii) v(a", t) # v(bs, t) for n, s > 1, (iv) ü(a", t), u(6", t) G C for h > 1. Sequences satisfying (i) and (ii) exist by the definition of aT and 6T and the continuity of v. There must be some point x0 E (a2, ax] where v(x0, t) > 0 and vx(x0, r) i= 0, for otherwise vx(x, t) = 0 near x = a1, and by induction £!*(•*> r) = 0 on [a2, a1], which contradicts (i). Near x = x0 the function ü(;t, t) takes on a continuum of values, since vx(xo, t) ¥= 0. Let x'0 be a point near x0 such that x'0 E (a2, a1), v(x'0, r)> 0 and t>(x0, t) G C. Then x¿ can serve as our new a1 and by induction we arrive at a sequence (a"} such that (iv) is satisfied and a" ^>aT. Hence (i), (ii) and (iv) are satisfied by some subsequence which we again denote (a"}. A sequence (6"} satisfying (i), (ii) and (iv) is chosen similarly, and then subsequences can be chosen so that (iii) also holds.
By Lemma 5.4 and Remark 3.6 it follows that for arbitrary n > 1 there exists a continuous curve C"° lying in P[u] connecting (a", r) to I along which the /-coordinate is decreasing. There is also a curve C* connecting (6", t) to /. Let Dn denote the domain bounded by C"a, C*, and /. Because of (iii) these curves cannot intersect. Now consider the positive functions wm which are solutions of (3.1) and which converge to <#>(«) in G. For sufficiently large m, since wff* <b(u), it follows that the functions wm must be bounded below by a positive constant uniformly with respect to m on the lower and lateral boundary of Dn. But then it follows from the maximum principle that the functions wm axe bounded below by a positive constant in D", uniformly in m (m > m0). Therefore, since the wm monotonically decrease to <p(«) it follows that v = \p(u) must be positive in Z>". This proves that v > 0 on the line segment a" < x < b", 0</< T. Thus the assertion of the theorem is true with f,(/) = a, and f2(/) = 6,. The monotonicity of the curves £, follows immediately from Theorem 4.3.
To prove the Lipschitz continuity £2(/) for / > r > 0 we consider u(x, t) as a weak solution of the Cauchy problem on Ä1 X (t, 7") with initial data u(x, t). By Theorem 4.4 \v(x,t)-v(y,r)\ < i\x -y\ ioxx,y E Rx.
Let t](x, t) be given by V(x,t) = m(t-r)-(x-^2(r)))+.
As we have already seen (see (1.28)), ü(x, t) = \p~x(r¡(x, /)) is a weak solution of the problem u,=d2<b(u)/dx2 onRxX(r,T), u(ax, t) = ¡p~x-q(ax, t) forr < t < £, u(x, t) = v//~"tj(x, t) forx > ax.
Clearly ü(x, t) > u(x, t) for x > a, and, since ü(ax, t) is monotone increasing in t and u(ax,t) < «(a" 0) for t < / < £, we also have w(a" t) > u(ax, t) for t < f < £. Hence, according to Theorem 4.2, ü(x, i) > u(x, t) and, therefore, -n( To prove that lim ¡¡¡(t) = a¡ (i = 1, 2) as t -» 0 note that for any e > 0 we can find functions u'0 and u'¿ such that \¡/(u'0) and $(u'¿) are Lipschitz continuous, u'0 and «Ô satisfy (2.8) with / replaced by /' and /", where /' = (ax + e,a2-e) and /" -(ax -e, a2 + e), and such that u'Q < u0 < u'¿. Hence it follows from Theorem 4.1 that the corresponding weak solutions u' and u" must satisfy the inequality u' < u < u" in G. Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2 [1] , it is possible to construct a sequence of positive bounded C00 functions v0n which satisfy:
(i) ü0""s ü0 strictly in £ ', (ii) \v'0n\ < supj\v'0\ + lonR\ (iii) i&(*) > -(a + l)on£1. We then define the functions v0n which agree with the functions t>0n when \x\ < « -2, which equal sup v0" = M'n when \x\ > n -1 and which otherwise satisfy vQn < v0" < M'n. Set w0" = (<í> ° ip "')(%,) and note that these functions satisfy all of the requirements stated in the construction of u (see the paragraph containing (3.1)y. The corresponding functions wn which are solutions of (3.1) converge in G to <b(u). The functions v" = (\p ° $)(wn) axe solutions of the initial-boundary value problem (7.1) v, = o(v)vxx + v2, G",
Clearly v,(± n, t) = 0 and therefore g2 -((9/a*K(±«,/)f
For sufficiently large n the numbers M'n = sup v0n satisfy sup v0 < M'n < sup v0 + 1. In the proof of Theorem 3.1 it was shown that the functions (dwn/dx)(±n, t) axe bounded uniformly in n. Since t>" = (\¡/ ° $)(wn) it follows from (1.16) that (wn)x = u"(vn)x, and therefore the functions (dv"/dx)(± n, t) axe bounded uniformly with respect to n. Hence
where c' does not depend on n. It is not difficult to see that the functions d2vn/ox2 are uniformly bounded below on -n < x < n, t = 0. Indeed, the procedure of "rounding up", by which the functions v0" axe obtained from the functions v0", may be accomplished by the same construction for all n. Therefore (7.5) d2vn/dx2>-y on / = 0, \x\ < n, for some constant y > 0. If we differentiate (7.1) twice with respect to x, and suppress the subscript n, we see that P = d2vn/dx2 satisfies (7 6) °{V)Pxx + 2Vx{a'{v) + l)P* + °"i0)0*P " P'
It follows from (7.4) and (7.5) that, for some ß > 0, P > -ß on the lower and lateral boundary of G". For fixed n, P can be viewed as a solution of the parabolic inequality (7.6) with continuous coefficients and a nonpositive P-coefficient. It therefore follows from the maximum principle that P > -ß in G", i.e., (7.7) d2vn/dx2>-ß, Gn.
Since ß does not depend on n and since 32t)"/3jc2-»-32u/3.x:2 in P[u] it follows that exists and is finite for each fixed /.
Set a = f2(0) and vx(a, 0) = a. Then either a = 0 or a < 0 and we shall consider these two cases separately. Case 1. a < 0. We shall show that for any sufficiently small e > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 depending on £ only such that |(f2(Af) -a)/At + a\ < e, whenever 0 < Af < 5. Since limx_^a_vx(x, 0) = a, it follows that for any 0 < £ < -a there exists a 80 > 0 such that a -e < vx(x, 0) < a + e whenever a -80 < x < a. Using the mean value theorem we get (7.9) (a + e)(x -a) < v(x, 0) < (a -t)(x -a) whenever a -80 < x < a. We define functions vx, v2, ux, u2 by:
(a + e)[(a + e)t + (x -a)] if x < a -(a + e)t, 0 ifx>a-(a + e)t; vx(x,t) = v2(x, t) = (a -£)[(a -£)/ -(x -a)] if x < a -(a -e)t, 0 ifx>a-(ae)t;
ux(x, f) = uV-,(u,(x, f)),
u2(x,t) = t-x(v2(x,t)).
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We have already seen (see (1.28)) that ux and u2 axe weak solutions, as defined in [14] , of the problem («/), -(*(«,))" ((« -5o>°°) X (0, T)), u¡(x, 0) -xb~x(Vi(x, 0)) (a-80<x< oo), «,.(a -«o, /) = «T* (<>,(« -S0, /)) (0 < / < T).
From (7.9) it follows that u,(jc, 0) < v{x, 0) < v2{x, 0) for a -80 < x and, consequently, (7.10) ux(x, 0) < u(x, 0) < u2(x, 0) fora -80 < x.
By continuity there exists t, > 0 such that (7.11) vx(a - §0, /) < v(a -80, t) (0 < / < t,).
Therefore Theorem 4.2 yields (7.12) v(x, t) > vx(x, t) in [a -50, oo) X [0, t,]
and from this it follows that £2(/) > a-(a + e)t (0 < / < t,) or (7.13) (fc(0 -a)// + a> -e (0 < / < t,).
Similarly it follows that there exists t2 > 0 such that (7.14) (íi(t) -a)/t + a < e (0 < / < t2).
If we set 5 = min(r,, t2) > 0 we get
which completes the proof of Case 1. Case 2. a = 0. We can define u2(x, t) as above to obtain (7.14) which, since a = 0, assumes the form (7.16) (f2(/)-a)//<e (0</<t2).
By the monotonicity of f 2 we have
We therefore merely choose 5 = t2 > 0 to complete the proof of Case 2. Remark 7.3. We have already shown in Theorem 6.1 that the £,•(/) are Lipschitz in [0, T] and thus by Theorem 7.2 {/(/) = -vx{C¡it), t) ii = 1, 2) holds a.e. if we interpret the derivatives f/(/) in the usual sense.
It is interesting to note that this weaker result follows by resorting to the contour integral equation (7.18) fudx + 4~<t>(u)dt = 0 JL ÖX of Kalashnikov [9], which holds for any piecewise smooth loop L in G, and is proved by integrating (1.6) by parts. We assume for simplicity that v0(x) is monotone near a, and a2 and that the other conditions of Theorem 7.2 are satisfied. Let 0 < r < T. For sufficiently small e0 > 0, Lemma 5.4 and Remark 5.6 guarantee the existence of a level curve x = £e(/) G C[0, t] n C'(0, t) for some 0 < e < e0 lying in P[u] along which u = e and such that 0 < u < e on the line segments £(0) < x < a2, / = 0, and £(t) < x < f2(r), / = t. It follows from ( Since, as in the proof of Theorem 7.2, lim^^t^x, /) = vx(Ç2(t), t) exists, and since e may be chosen arbitrarily small, we can use the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem and let e -> 0 in (7.19 ) to conclude £20-) = o2-fvx{k{t\')dt which implies £(')--«*«(& (0.0 for a.e./G (0, T).
VIII. The initial growth of the interface curves. In this section u(x, t) is a weak solution of (1.6), (1.7) and u0(x) satisfies (1.8). As usual, <b G 3>0, t; = \L(u) and v0 = ^("o) and CT 1S defined in (1.18).
Theorem 8.1. // v0(x) > (a2 -x)y for a2-8 < x < a2 where 0 < 8 < 1 and y < 2 are constants then v(a2, /) > 0 for all t > 0. The analogous result holds at x = a,.
Proof. Without loss of generality, 1 < y < 2 and t>0(;c) =. (a2 -x)r near a2. Let a = a2-8/2 and choose x E (a, a2) so that (7.19) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use oó(*) = -Y(*2 -xY~x= \v0(a)/(a -a2).
Set xx = x and define {xn) recursively by xn+x = \(x" + a2) for « > 1. The tangent line £" at (x", v0(xn)) is given by £": y = v0(x") + an(x -x") where a" = v'0(x") = -y(a2 -xn)Y_1. Then the x-intercept xn of T" is given by xn = xn + vo(x")/(-an) an£l me intersection (a, b") of the line x = a and £" is given by 2>" = v0(xn) + an(a -x"). Since v'¿(x) = y(y -l)(a2 -x)y~2 > 0 for x E [a, a2), it follows that t>0 never falls below the line Tn on [a, a2). and, consequently, by our choice of x,fn(a,Tn) <¿v0(a). Therefore, since each/, is monotone in /, there exist constants en > 0 such that }n(a, t) < v0(a) < v(a, t), 0 < t < rn + e" < t.
It follows by Theorem 4.2 that
But f"(a2, t) > 0 for t" < t < t" + e" and, consequently, v(a2, t) > 0 for t" < t < Tn + £". By Theorem 4.3, v(a2, t) > 0 for t > t", and since TnN 0, this establishes the result.
Theorem 8.2. Ifv0(x) < b(x -a2)2for a2 -8 < x < a2for some constants 6 , 5 > 0 then there exists a constant t > 0 such that Ç2(t) = a2 for 0 < t < T.
The analogous result holds for f,(/).
Proof. Let B = sup{a'(s)|0 < s < 1 + sup v). Then Denote by 2 the set in / > 0, where ßL > 0, i.e.
= {(x, 0| \x -(x0 -C/L)\ < XL(t), t > 0).
Let S* denote the lateral boundary of 2 and let B* denote the lower boundary, i.e. B* = {(x, 0)\xQ -2C/L < x < x0).
Recall that v is the limit of a monotone decreasing sequence {u"} of positive solutions of
It is easily verified that ßL satisfies (8-26) ß, = Bßßxx + ß2 for(x,/)G2 where we have suppressed, and will continue to suppress, the subscript L as long as it remains constant. Because vn > 0 in Gn it follows that vn > ß on S*, and since vn "n it follows that v" > ß on B*. Hence (8.27) vn > ß on B* u S*.
Subtracting (8.25) from (8.26) we get, after setting P" = ß -u", L"(P" ) = o(vn)P"xx + (ßx + (v")x)P; + BßxxP" -P,"
(8.28)
Since ßxx < 0 in 2 and since, by hypothesis, (8.29) o(9) < B9 for0<f?<oo, we get
For fixed n, \(v")x\ is bounded in G". Also | ßx\ is bounded in 2 and, as mentioned before, ßxx < 0 in 2. The maximum principle may be applied to (8.27), (8.29) to yield p" = ß -Vn < 0 in 2.
Passing to the limit as « -^ oo and recalling that ß = ßL, we get "oto -'/'"'(«oto) < "T'M*. 0)) for* Eu1.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Also, since v(x, t) = \p(u(x, t)) < N in G and since, for fixed x, the mapping / -> vb(x, t) is monotone increasing, we get v(a2, t)< N = vb(a2, 0) < vb(a2, t) and u(a2,t)<4>-x(vb(a2,t)) fort>0.
Theorem 4.2 enables us to conclude
This last equation implies that (8.39) £2(t) <$b(t) = b + abt for / > 0.
Choosing b = a2+ VÑ1 (which minimizes f6(f) for b > a2) we get k(0 < a2 + 2VÑt fort > 0 which completes the proof of the theorem. Now consider the function v0(x) = Ax[-xx¿¡{x) and let w0 s \f/~xv0. Although u0(x) is discontinuous, there still exists a weak solution u(x, t) of (1.6), (1.7) in the sense of Sabinina [17] ; that is, u E L2(G) r, L°°(G), u > 0 a.e. in £2, and <b(u) has a weak derivative d<b(u)/dx £ L2(G) such that (1.9) holds for all f(x, t) £ C0X (t < T). Given v0(x) as above, u(x, t) can be obtained as follows. We define a sequence of Lipschitz functions {v¡¡) by 0 if |x|> xQ+ l/n, vS(x)=a if|x|<x0,
. linear otherwise.
Let k0" = ^~xVq. Then for each Olwe have </>(h0") £ C°-l(Rx) and by Theorem 3.1 there exists a unique weak solution u"(x, t) of (1.6), (1.7) with initial data u¡¡(x). Let v" = if«". By Theorem 4.1 the sequence of functions {«"} is monotone decreasing and has a limit u(x, t) = limn_>aou"(x, t) in G. Theorem 4.4 implies that t> = \p(u) is Lipschitz continuous in x, uniformly in {t < / < £} for any t > 0 and in any bounded rectangle (£, n) X [0, T] as long as £, tj E [ -x0, x0]. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, this implies that « E C(G \ {(-x0, 0) u (x0, 0)}). Also, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, u E C2+a (P[u] ). The existence of an interface follows just as in Theorem 6.1, that is, £[«] -{(x, t) £ G|£,0) < x < f2(f), 0 < / < £}, where £ E C°-X(r, T) n C[0,r], f,(0) = -x0, f2(0) = x0, f, N and Í2X. Furthermore, a weak derivative d<b(u)/dx E £2(G) exists such that (1.9) holds. To show this, it suffices to show {d<b(un)/dx) is bounded in L2(G) and use the fact that (1.9) holds with u replaced by u"; and this can be shown by considering the equation 3w"/3/ =d2<b(un)/dx2 in P [un] , multiplying by u and integrating by parts over P [un] (see [17, §3] ). One then finds that \\d<b(un)/dx\\L2(G) is bounded by a constant depending only on sup u" and \\u(¡(x)\\L2iRty We then have the following theorem.
Theorem 8.5. Let u be a weak solution of the Cauchy problem (1.6), (1.7) with initial data u0(x) given by u0 = ^~lv0 where v0(x) = AxX-XoyXo](x) for some constants A > 0, x0-Let B = sup{a'(s)|0 < s < 1 + sup v), so that (8.1) holds, and let the functions «"Nu be as above. Then, aV7 < f2(/) -x0 < ßVt , -ßVt < f,(/) + x0< -aVt for 0 < t < t0 where a, ß and t0 are positive constants depending only on B and A.
Proof. Let u¡¡, vß, u0, v0, u", u and v be as in the discussion preceding the statement of this theorem. We define a sequence of functions {v¡¡(x)) by ¿onto = 0 if \x\ > x0, A if |a:| < x0-l/n, . linear otherwise, and let W(x, t) be the unique weak solution of (1.6), (1.7) with initial data «o"W = r'"o(4 Clearly, ¿j0" s and w0n < w0". Hence, by Theorem 4.1, ü" < u" in G and, consequently, since m"n« and u~nS we have (8.40) u*(x, t) < u(x, t) < u"(x, t) in G.
Letting £>(/), £(/), and ^"(t) (i = 1, 2) denote the interface curves of ¿7", u, and u", respectively, (8.40) implies (8.41) f« (0 < k(0 < f2n (/) for 0 < / < T.
Applying Theorem 8. 4 . to u" we get The result for f,(/) follows similarly.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use IX. The behavior of the interface curves as t -» oo. Throughout this section it is assumed that u(x, t) is a weak solution of (1.6), (1.7) with <í> E 4>0. The initial data u0(x) are assumed to satisfy (1.8) and, as usual, N = sup t>0. Also we assume ax < 0 and a2 > 0.
Theorem 9.1. For all t > 0 we have
where B = sup{a'(i)|0 < s < sup v0), where x0> 0 depends on the shape of v0, and p = p(x0, B, sup v0) > 0.
Proof. Let Bt = sup{a'(x)|0 < x < e + N) where 0 < £ < 1. We may assume v0 (0) Comparing (10.5) and (10.6) we see that (10.7) v(x, t) > ß7(x, t) for x £ £ '.
An argument similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 8.3 yields the conclusion
Hence, |(f,) < f (/,) = f (i0), which implies that XI. The gradient of v in P [u] . In this section u(x, t) denotes a weak solution of (1.6), (1.7) and u0(x) is assumed to satisfy (1.8). We also assume <J>G$0.
Definition 11.1. Let IT = P[u] n {/ = t} for 0 < t < T. We define n+(r) (/i_(t)) to be the number, possibly countably infinite, of maximal disjoint open intervals contained in IT on which vx(x, t) > 0 (vx(x, t) < 0). Theorem 11.2. Ifv0 = ^(u0) E CX(I) andifn+(0) andn_(0) are finite, then the functions n+(t) and «_(/) are monotone decreasing for / > 0. Also, there exists a constant 8 > 0 such that vx > 0 when f,(/) < x < f,(/) + 5, 0 < / < T, and vx < 0 when f2(/) -8 < x < f2(/), 0 < / < T.
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertions concerning n_(t). Let 0 < t < T. We shall first prove that n_(r) < n_(0). We therefore suppose n_(r) > n_(0). Let n = «_(0) and let By the maximality of the intervals P,0 it follows that
Also note that Again by maximality we have (11.7) vx(cj,7) = vx(dj,r) = 0 (/-l,...,n).
Let A = (ax, Q) be a maximal interval on which v'0 > 0. Clearly Q < c°. Since v0 £ C(I) and t>0 > 0 on /, it is easy to see that there must be a constant £ > 0 such that (11.8) vox{(0,e)}cAu P°.
We shall now show that there exist points £" = (x+, t) and £* = (x*,t) with the following properties:
(i) S,(T) < X, < C\, dl <X*< ?2(T), (Ü) V(X^, 1") = £", < £, V(X*, T) = £* < £, (iii) vx(x" t) > 0, vx(x*, t) < 0, (iv) £" and £* are noncritical values of v. Indeed (i) and (ii) are automatically satisfied by choosing £" and E* sufficiently close to the endpoints of /. Yet, no matter how close we stay to the endpoints of / we must be able to find points satisfying (iii), since otherwise, by the mean value theorem, there would be points in P[u] where v < 0. Having chosen points satisfying (i), (ii), (iii), Sard's Theorem and the continuity of v and vx in P[u] ensure that we may find nearby points satisfying (i)-(iv).
By Lemma 6.4 there exist level curves x = /?",(/) and x = ß*(t) connecting £" to A and £* to Pq, along which v = £,,, vx > 0 and v = e*, vx < 0, respectively. The fact that yS+(0) £ A and ß*(0) £ P£ follows by Remark 5.6 and equation (11.8).
As in Remark 5.6 it follows that there are only countably many values (tj,}J1, such that v'0(x) = r¡¡ on some interval Z, c /. Let S denote the set of critical values of vx(x, t), i.e. the set of numbers a such that vxx(x, t) = vx[(x, t) = 0 and vx(x, t) = a at some point (x, t) E P [u] . By Sard's Theorem S has measure zero. If each / = 1.n, choose a point £,• = (x,,t) in £/ so that ^(x,-, t) = a, < 0, a,-, E S u {t/,}, vxx(x¡, t) ¥= 0 and all a¡ are distinct. This is clearly possible because vx and vxx are continuous in £ [«] . Indeed ^(x, t) ¿ 0 on £,T because of (11.7), and, around any point in PJ where vxx =£ 0 there must be a neighborhood in which both vxx ^ 0 and vx assumes a continuum of values.
According to Lemma 5.7 there exist level curves x = ßt(t) through E¡ extending downward along which t^ = a, and vxx ^ 0. Since all a,-are distinct, none of these curves can intersect. Now suppose ß* intersects ßn at some point (x,, tx) in P[u] u /• Let (x0, t0)
be the first such point at which they intersect, i.e. 0 < t0 < t and /0 is as large as possible. Let D denote the domain bounded above by the line / = t and below this line by the curves x = ß\t) and x = ßn(t) for /" < / < t. The function v(X\x, t) = vx(x, t) E C(D) satisfies the uniformly parabolic equation (11.9) ü,(1)= o(ü)t&)+ (a'(v) + 2)vxvxx) in D.
Since u(1) < 0 on ß" and ß*, the maximum principle implies t>(l) < 0 in D. But (a""T, t) G D and vm(d¿, r) = 0, a contradiction. Hence ß" and ß* do not intersect. Clearly /?", cannot intersect ßx since the sign of vx is different on each curve. Hence none of the /?, (i = 1,..., n) can exit P[u] at the interface, and therefore, as in Remark 5.6, it follows from our choice of the values {a,} that lim,^0j6,(/) exists for i = 1,..., n. We conclude (11.10) ß,it) <ßx (/)<••• <A(0 for0</<r.
We shall now show that no two of the values ßx(0),..., ßn(0), ß*(0) can be contained in the same interval P° for any 1 < / < n. Suppose &(0), ßk+i(0) E P¡° where 1 < k < n and where we define ß"+x = ß*. Let D be the domain bounded above by (/ = t), below by P,0 and laterally by the curves ßk and ßk + x. The same maximum principle argument given above again applies and furnishes a contradiction.
Thus we have shown that the curves ßx,..., ß"+x define a 1-1 correspondence between the sets {PJ)%X U {£*} and {Pf)]fx which is ridiculous. Hence n_(r) < n_(0).
To prove the first assertion let 0 < s < y < T. Since we have already shown n_(s) < n_(0) and n_(y) < n_(0), it follows that n_(s) and n_(y) axe finite; by the argument above we conclude n_(y) < n_(s).
To prove the last assertion we first construct a level curve t> = e0 given by x -ß(t) G C[0, T] where e0 > 0 is chosen so small that we are sure ß(0) is in the rightmost interval where v'0 < 0. We constructed such a function above. We shall now show ß(t) G Pl"-(,) for each 0 < t < T, where J»"-w = (C"'_(/), f2(z)). If for some 0 < t < T we have ß(r) < C"T (t) it most be that ß(r) < Cl (t) since vx never vanishes on ß and since vx(C¡¡_ír), t) = 0. In this case we produce another level curve v = e, <^0 given by x = ß(t) E C[0, r] such that ß (t) > CnT (T). Since e, ¥= e0, ß and ¿8 cannot intersect. Consider the domain D bounded above by / = t, below by P°(C°, a2) and laterally by ß and ß. On the lower and lateral boundaries we have vx < 0, and at the point (C" (t), t) on the upper boundary we have vx = 0, which, by the maximum principle, is impossible. Thus the second assertion is proved.
Recall that w = <b(u), w0 s <b(u0), v = \p(u) and t>0 s \l(u0). We then have the following theorem.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 11.3. //1>0 E C'(I) and w0' > 0 near a, and a2 then v, > 0 in some neighborhood N¡ o/f, (/' = 1, 2), where for some 8 > 0, #i = {(*> Olfi (t)<x<$l(t) + 8,0<t<T), N2 = {(x, 0lf2(0 -S < x < $2(t), 0 < r < £}.
Proof. The function w(x, t) satisfies w, = a(w)wxx in P[u] where a(w) = </>'($(w)). Since w = (t> » ^-1)(ü)> we see tnat tn& s'Sn of w, agrees with the sign of v, in £[«]. In fact, using (1.16), we see that w, = uv,, wx = mc^ in P [u] . Also, since by Theorem 4.4, \vx\ is bounded in P[u], it follows that wx approaches zero when we approach the interface.
We shall now show wt > 0 near f2 (the proof for f, being similar). Suppose w'¿ > 0 for a2 -80 < x < a2. By Theorem 11.2 we know wx < 0 in io = {(x, OlfcO) -«o < * < ?2(0. 0 < t < £} Theorem 11.4. The set S = {(x, t)\(x, t) £ P[u], vx(x, t) = 0} has no interior points.
Proof. Suppose vx = 0 in some ball £(£0, r) c P [u] , where £0 = (x,,, f0) and > 0. Let £" denote the rectangle (*o-?2Oo -r/ (n + 2))) X (f0 -r/(n + 2), t0 + r/(n + 2)).
Since £" c P [u] , it follows that inf^o > 0 and the operator M =3/3/-o(v(x, f))(32/3x2) is uniformly parabolic on £". Let a = ü(x0, t0) and define a function z:
